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Requisitioning from GSA 
GSA Global Supply™ procures environmentally friendly products,
meeting the recurring needs of your federal agency or branch of
the military. Since GSA Global Supply has already procured the
most in-demand “green” products on the government’s behalf,
obtaining these products through GSA Global Supply is a simple
requisition between agencies – no comparison shopping is
necessary. Standard shipping is included with most orders and
“direct delivery” products are clearly identified.

This catalog features some of GSA Global Supply’s most popular
“green” products. To view GSA Global Supply’s complete offering
of products, visit www.GSAglobalsupply.gsa.gov. Once on
the Web site, select “Go” beneath the “Browse Products” option.
After you advance to the next page, choose the “Green Items” tab.
You will find a vast array of products, including environmentally
friendly paper products, biobased cleaners, lead-free paints and
coatings, and much more.

For additional information about ordering from 
GSA Global Supply, see page i of this publication.

Purchasing from a GSA Vendor
By offering environmentally friendly products that cover the
breadth of the commercial marketplace, the GSA Multiple Award
Schedule (MAS) program enables your agency to choose from
thousands of “green” products available from hundreds of 
pre-qualified vendors. Typically, this method of procurement is
quicker and easier than open-market procurements. Although 
an acquisition is a more involved option than a requisition through
GSA Global Supply, issuing a purchase order through the MAS
program may be appropriate for obtaining products not widely
requested enough to be included in the GSA Global Supply inventory.
For more information, visit www.gsa.gov/environmental.

Special Order Program
GSA Global Supply has a robust Special Order Program (SOP).
Customer agencies can place requisitions for NSN or part
numbered items with GSA Global Supply and be assured that
GSA will take all the necessary steps to ensure compliance with
all Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR) and Executive Orders.
GSA Global Supply's SOP includes a wide variety of products and
related services such as tools and hardware, office products,
cleaning supplies and fire equipment. SOP items can be ordered
from GSA Global Supply by calling the GSA Global Supply call
center at (800) 525-8027 or via FEDSTRIP/MILSTRIP. GSA Global
Supply Stores or Base Stores supported by GSA Global Supply
can also assist with placement of SOP orders (visit
www.gsa.gov/globalsupply for more information on Global Supply
stores and Global Supply base partners).

Ensuring Re-Use with 
GSA Personal Property Management
Screening other agencies’ excess personal property inventories is
the federal government’s priority source of supply. And with today’s
increased environmental consciousness, reusing excess property
is a source of pride. To help you acquire the excess property your
agency needs, GSA offers www.gsa.gov/gsaxcess, the
personal-property reporting tool for the federal government. At
GSAXcess®, reporting, searching and selecting excess property is
convenient and user-friendly.

Make GSA your source for environmentally friendly products.

GSA provides support to military and civilian agencies acquiring environmentally friendly products, while offering flexible
options designed to accommodate specific requirements. Together, these benefits present comprehensive and flexible
choices suitable for meeting any “green” product requirement. 

Highlights of GSA’s Flexible Requisition/Acquisition Methods:

In addition to the environmentally friendly products
available through GSA Global Supply, GSA has
contracts in place with hundreds of vendors that offer a
wide variety of “green” services. The selection is
comparable to that of the commercial marketplace but
without the burden of performing an open-market
procurement. For more information on GSA
environmentally friendly services, see page v of this
catalog. For vendor listings, please access the 
GSA eLibrary through www.gsa.gov/elibrary.



A selection of “green” products
from GSA Global Supply …
GSA Global Supply is pleased to highlight a few of our most popular “green” items. 
From office products to cleaning supplies, GSA Global Supply offers a variety of 
environmentally friendly products that carry our service guarantees:

� Easy Requisitions – See It. Buy It. Get It.

� Flexible – Featuring Multiple Ordering Options

� Reliable – Delivering the Products You Need, Where You Need Them

� Anywhere – Assuring Global Delivery

� Anytime – Supporting 24/7 Purchasing

� More – Offering Extensive Product Selection

� Safe – Providing Easy Compliance

The items in this publication are just a few of the “green” items available to you. For a complete selection, visit us
online at www.GSAglobalsupply.gsa.gov.

Ordering

Online (24 Hours):
www.GSAglobalsupply.gsa.gov
The GSA Global Supply Web site gives you access
to tens of thousands of tools, office supplies,
computer products and other items. You can use
your government purchase card or arrange direct
billing with your Activity Address Code
(AAC/DoDAAC). Select the items you want and
place your order.

All GSA Global Supply items are also available via
GSAAdvantage! ® and the DOD EMALL Web site.

Telephone: 

(800) 525-8027 

DSN 465-1416

Call our toll-free number to
place your order. We are open
from 7:30 a.m. to 8 p.m.
(Eastern Time), Monday
through Friday. 

Fax Orders (24 Hours):
(800) 856-7057

You will receive a
confirmation via fax.

DOD EMALL
All GSA Global Supply items appear on the DOD EMALL Web site.
Customers must use their AAC/DoDAAC to purchase GSA items.

Part-Number Ordering

Many GSA Global Supply catalogs feature items with National Stock
Numbers (NSNs) and others with GSA part numbers. FEDSTRIP/MILSTRIP
customers can order GSA part-numbered items by using one of the following
identifiers:

� AOB: For domestic shipment
� AO2: For overseas shipment

Both NSNs and GSA part-numbered items carry the same customer
benefits. All are FAR-compliant and AbilityOne Guaranteed. 
All can be shipped anywhere on the globe. All are backed 
by GSA Global Supply customer service.
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Federal buyers are bound by a variety of laws that impact
environmental issues. These include Section 6002 of the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), the Energy Policy Act and
the Farm Security and Rural Investment Act (FSRSIA). GSA offers
a variety of environmental products and services to assist customers
in implementing federal acquisition policies on this topic.

The Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) Part 23 and Executive
Order 13423 require the acquisition of environmental products and
services. Therefore, ordering activities must give preference to
products that have certain environmental attributes. 

Environmental products and services have a number of attributes,
including but not limited to: recycled, postconsumer content,
energy efficient, renewable energy sources, bio-based, less toxic,
less hazardous constituents, and environmentally preferable.

The mandatory environmental purchasing requirements are
only one reason to buy environmental products and services.
The federal government is the largest purchaser in the United
States. By becoming stewards of the environment and
purchasing green products, federal activities can minimize
negative impact on the environment.

Often identifying the environmental attributes of everyday
products can be the most difficult aspect of buying supplies and
equipment. As a government agent and subject to the same
environmental mandates as other agencies, GSA continually
updates contracts to ensure vendors offer and supply products
that work within environmental goals.

GSA Global Supply offers many environmentally friendly products.
A sampling of these products is presented on the following pages.
All are offered on a requisition basis and can be found on either the
GSA Global Supply (www.GSAglobalsupply.gsa.gov) ordering
Web site or GSAAdvantage!®.

All environmental items can be found on the GSA Global Supply
site by selecting the “Green” items tab on the top of the main
shopping page. This will result in a listing of all environmentally
friendly items that can be further filtered using specific product
attributes or price. 

Finding environmental products and services

Why do you need to purchase environmental products and services?

Selecting the “Green” Items tab on the main page
produces a list of environmentally friendly products.

The environmentally friendly product offering can be further
narrowed by selecting the appropriate environmental
attribute and/or price.
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The Environmental Aisle contains links to
environmental policies, program information,
and options for filtering search results by
specific environmental attributes.

Selecting Environmental from the main page takes
you to the Environmental Specialty Category.

Many green products are currently available from GSA. These products can be
purchased on GSAAdvantage!® (www.GSAadvantage.gov) GSA’s online shopping and
ordering system. GSAAdvantage! provides access to thousands of contractors and
millions of supplies and services through GSA MAS contracts. GSAAdvantage! features
a “green” shopping experience designed to allow direct access to the variety of
environmental products that GSA offers. It can be accessed at
www.GSAadvantage.gov/environmental, or by clicking on the environmental specialty
category listing on the GSAAdvantage! homepage, as highlighted below.
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Electronic Product Environmental
Assessment Tool (EPEAT) registered item –
Federal ordering activities are required to
give preference to information technology
(IT) products with one of the following three
EPEAT ratings: bronze, silver or gold.

Bronze: Product meets all 
required criteria.

Silver: Product meets all required
criteria plus at least 50% of the optional
criteria that apply to the product type
being registered.

Gold: Product meets all required
criteria plus at least 75% of the optional
criteria that apply to the product type
being registered.

t Environmentally Friendly – Item contains environmental attributes 
or features such as water conserving, lead-free, etc. as described in

the item detail.

GreenSeal Seal of Approval –This product has been certified to
meet or exceed voluntary standards for environmental preferability as
established by GreenSeal.

Recycled – Item contains recycled content as described in the item detail
(U.S. Environmental Protection Agency [EPA] item meeting EO 13101).

California South Coast Air Quality Management District
compliant –This product has been certified to meet or exceed
applicable air emissions standards established by the California South
Coast Air Quality Management District.

Comprehensive Procurement Guideline compliant –This product
has been certified to meet or exceed the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency’s Recovered Material Advisory Notice (RMAN)
standard for recovered materials as specified in the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act Section 6002 Comprehensive
Procurement Guideline.

Biobased – Commercial or industrial items utilizing biological
products or renewable domestic agricultural (plant, animal, and
marine) or forestry materials.

Energy Star – Item complies with U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)
and U.S. Department of Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA)
Energy Star Program as required by the Federal Acquisition Regulation
(FAR) Subpart 23.203 and Executive Order 13123.

U.S. EPA Significant New Alternatives Program Approved – This
product meets the U.S. EPA Significant New Alternatives Program criteria
requirement as a suitable substitute for ozone depleting substances.

FEMP – Item meets Federal Energy Management Program (FEMP)
energy efficiency levels as required by the Federal Acquisition
Regulation (FAR) Subpart 23.203, Executive Order 13123, and 
Executive Order 13221.

U.S. EPA Environmental Technology Verification –This product
has been evaluated under the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Environmental Technology Verification Program and found to be an
innovative technical solution, beneficial to human health or the
environment.

PRIME – Item is included in the Navy’s Plastics Removal in Marine
Environment (PRIME) program. Items in the PRIME program require
biodegradable packing materials.

Non-Toxic item – Item is non-toxic.

NESHAP compliant –The “as applied” formulation of this coating
has been certified to meet applicable volatile organic compound and
hazardous air pollutant emission limits as established by National
Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutant (NESHAP)
regulation, 40th Code of Federal Regulation, Part 63.

Printed catalogs and the ordering Web sites use symbols 
to identify the environmental attributes of the products. 
Here is a quick-reference guide to those symbols.
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Environmentally Friendly Products
available through GSA Schedules
By offering environmentally friendly products that cover the
breadth of the commercial marketplace, GSA Schedules provide
access to thousands of “green” products from hundreds of pre-
qualified vendors. These products include: green roofs; solar, wind
and fuel cell systems; Energy Star and energy efficient cooking
equipment, refrigeration equipment and sanitation equipment;
green cleaning products, hand sanitizers and soaps; Green Guard
certified furniture; Energy Star copiers; Forest Stewardship
Certified (FSC) wood for furniture; fabrics made from natural
fibers/recycled content for furnishings; green, energy efficient and
environmentally preferred performance coatings; leak detection
products; electric motors; pressure regulators; and much more.

Energy Management Services 
(Schedule 03 FAC)
GSA offers a recently expanded energy management services
offering under Schedule 03FAC – Facilities Maintenance and
Management to include total energy management solutions that
will assist your agency in meeting the goals laid out in current and
future energy legislation and policy guidelines.

GSA has partnered with highly skilled professionals in the energy
services market to provide you with comprehensive solutions.
Metering, to include advanced metering, as stated in Executive
Order 13423, becomes simple using GSA’s professional industry
partners. These services can provide you up to the minute
feedback on your energy usage. In addition, the schedule has
contractors that can provide energy auditing services ranging
from cursory to comprehensive audits. Energy management
planning and strategies are available with auditing.

If you are constructing a new building or have an existing building
that needs to be updated, the schedule provides building
commissioning, re-commissioning and retro-commissioning
services so you can be sure that your building is designed and
operated in the most energy efficient manner possible. Resource
Efficiency Management services are also offered to provide
analysis of your current operations, equipment and energy
purchasing patterns to determine changes that can be made to
improve efficiency.

In addition, the schedule provides: Energy Management Training,
Energy Program Support and Billing Oversight, Innovations in
Energy using the latest technology for renewable and sustainable
energy solutions, Energy Choice Analysis, Assistance with Green
Building Certification such as LEED, and Water Conservation and
Management Services.

Environmental Services 
(Schedule 899)
Executive Order 13423 calls for widespread use of
Environmental Management Systems (EMS). An
EMS is used to assist in the identification,
tracking, and prioritization of environmental
issues and their impacts. It is based on
continuous improvement, prevention of pollution,
and commitment to compliance. Once an EMS is implemented, the
expectation is that senior management at each agency will review
their system at least annually. 

GSA Environmental Schedule 899 has contractors on schedule
that allow governmental organizations to move beyond just
“compliance”. Through SIN 899-2, an EMS can be implemented
which would incorporate five common elements tailored to the
specifics of an organization. The five elements are:

• Policy;

• Planning;

• Implementation and Operation;

• Checking and Corrective Action; and

• Senior Management Review.

Contractors on GSA’s Environmental Schedule 899 can conduct
audits on your current EMS systems or assist with creating your
agency’s own audit procedures. 

Another environmental consideration is the current trend toward
considering sustainability in the planning and execution of
projects and services. The GSA Environmental Schedule offers
consultants that can help you build sustainability into your
operations and your projects. Other services include
Environmental Planning and Documentation, Environmental
Occupational Training, Waste Management Planning, Reclamation,
Recycling and Disposal, Hazardous-Material Management,
Environmental Advisory Services, and Remediation. 

The signing of Executive Order 13423 and the passage of the Energy Independence and Security Act of
2007 illustrate the federal government’s ever growing sense of environmental responsibility. GSA offers
two Schedules that deal specifically with these directives. Please consult Schedules eLibrary for more
information and contractor listings (www.gsa.gov/elibrary).
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Personal Property Management
When a federal agency wants to get rid of excess property, they
don't just dump it into a landfill. Every possible attempt is made to
find a way to re-use the property in other agencies within the
federal government. The Personal Property Management program
promotes the maximum use of excess government personal
property by executive agencies. Excess property MUST be the first
source of supply for federal agencies meaning that all executive
agencies must, to the maximum extent practicable, fill
requirements for personal property by using existing property from
other federal agencies in lieu of new procurements. This ensures
that property already paid for with taxpayers' money is used to the
fullest extent and lets agencies avoid the cost of new
procurements. Reuse helps protect the environment by keeping
excess out of the pollution mainstream. GSA's online resource for
an agency to report excess property is www.gsa.gov/gsaxcess.
Once this excess property is posted by the agency that no longer
needs it, other federal agencies can take a look at it and request a
transfer during a 21 day period. If no federal agency wants the
excess property, it becomes surplus and can be donated to state
agencies. States, through their State Agencies for Surplus
Property (SASP), can view the property during the same 21-day
window as federal agencies. However, GSA cannot allocate the
property to the SASPs until after this period has expired. Once the
21 days are up, the SASP can request the property. If neither
federal nor state governments want the property, it becomes
available for public sale through www.gsa.gov/gsaauctions.
Only after all of these processes have transpired will reported
property be considered for recycling or abandonment and GSA's
Schedule 899 for Environmental Services can help accomplish that
goal in the greenest way possible.

One final green program very worthy of mention under Personal
Property is the Computers for Learning Program.

Choose to Re-Use
The Computers for Learning (CFL) program promotes the reuse of
federal excess computers and peripheral devices among needy
schools and educational nonprofit organizations, reduces landfill
disposal of toxic wastes, and maximizes the value of federal assets.

Computers for Learning, 
an Alternative to Recycling
The problem of electronic waste (ewaste) is growing at an alarming
rate. Ewaste is among the fastest-growing and most toxic
components of municipal trash. The Computers for Learning (CFL)
program promotes the reuse of federal excess computers and
peripheral devices among needy schools and educational nonprofit
organizations, reduces landfill disposal of toxic wastes, and
maximizes the value of federal assets.

Although computers contain valuable metals, chips, and parts, these
materials can be costly to recover. Hazardous materials such as
lead, cadium, mercury, brominated flame retardants, and hexavalent
chromium must be dismantled in a special way so as to not cause
harm to humans or the environment. Continued use of the computers
is a better solution than dismantling/component recovery.

More Green than Recycling 
Recycling an unwanted computer is shortsighted, considering the
many benefits of reuse. When federal agencies partner with
schools to reuse and give computer equipment a second life, they
also give opportunity to America’s youth in need. This partnership
also enables agencies to support the presidential emphasis on
connecting every school child to the internet.

Sharing Technology – Creating Opportunity
The Computers for Learning (CFL) program facilitates the transfer
of excess federal computer equipment to schools and educational
nonprofit organizations, giving special consideration to those with
the greatest need. The CFL program implements Executive Order
(E.O.) 12999, Educational Technology: Ensuring Opportunity for All
Children in the Next Century. E.O. 12999 directs federal agencies to
give “ highest preference to schools and nonprofit organizations in
the transfer of educationally useful federal equipment.” The
authority for transfers under CFL is the Stevenson-Wydler
Technology Innovation Act of 1980, as amended (15 U.S.C. 3710(i)).
This act authorizes federal agencies to transfer excess education-
related federal equipment to educational institutions or nonprofit
organizations for educational and research activities.

Excess electronic products entered into GSAXcess® are
automatically offered to eligible schools and educational
nonprofits through the CFL program. Federal entities may opt to
directly transfer excess electronic equipment to eligible schools
and educational nonprofits, and report these transfers through
CFL’s Post Transaction Module to automatically include those
transactions in their agency’s Annual Non-Federal Recipients
Report.

For more information, visit:
www.gsa.gov/computersforlearning

DID YOU KNOW?

Reusing just one computer with a Cathode Ray Terminal (CRT)
monitor saves:

• 30 lbs of hazardous waste
• 77 lbs of solid waste
• 147 lbs (17.5 gallons) of water from being polluted
• 32 tons of air from being polluted
• 1,333 lbs of CO2 from being emitted
• 7,719 kilowatts of energy
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Environmental Products

Air Duster

This dust blaster delivers a concentrated blast of air that

removes dust from office and computer equipment without

damaging sensitive parts or electronics. The 100% 

ozone-safe office duster is trigger-operated with a spray

nozzle. Dispenses pure, moisture-free inert gas that

removes microscopic contaminants, lint and dust.

tCFC-Free Item; Ozone-Safe Item

7930-01-398-2473 MSDS AbilityOne 10 oz. BX(contains 6 EA) $28.82

Insta-Plaque

Do-it-yourself award maker instantly assembles to present and protect

awards, letters, documents, licenses, photographs and diplomas with a clear

acrylic cover. Reusable plaque has a clear protective cover with four 

pre-drilled holes and four decorative tacks for attaching the acrylic frame to

the plaque. Plaque holds 8-1/2 x 11" documents.

Includes a blank "Certificate of Award" for inscription.

r Contains 100% Recovered Material, Which Includes 50% Postconsumer Material

A. 9905-01-357-9983 c Oak 10-1/2 x 13" EA $9.20

r Contains 100% Recovered Material, Which Includes 50% Postconsumer Material

B. 9905-01-357-9984 c Walnut 10-1/2 x 13" EA $9.20

Easel Pad

This paper pad is ideal for a variety of situations

including lectures, demonstrations, training sessions

and conferences. Can be used with crayons, graphite

pencils, or quick-drying markers. Can be used on easel

or hung on wall. Pad is perforated at the top for easy

tear-off and features two holes, spaced 17-1/2" apart

for mounting. Has a sturdy cardboard backing.

Paper is unruled.

r Contains 30% Recovered Material, Which Includes 30% Postconsumer Material

7530-00-619-8880 c AbilityOne White 27 x 34" PD(contains 50 SH) $10.94

Self-Stick Notes

Self-stick notes use adhesive on the back which

allows each sheet to be attached to almost any

surface and removed without leaving a mark. 

Each pad contains 100 sheets.

Notes are unruled.

� 12-month maximum shelf life (extendable)

r 30% Recovered Material, Which Includes 30% Postconsumer Material

7530-01-116-7867 c SKILCRAFT AbilityOne Yellow 3 x 3" DZ $14.99
7530-01-116-7865 c SKILCRAFT AbilityOne Yellow 3 x 5" DZ $16.59

Notes are ruled.

� 12-month maximum shelf life (extendable)

r 30% Recovered Material, Which Includes 30% Postconsumer Material

7530-01-273-3755 c SKILCRAFT AbilityOne Yellow 4 x 6" DZ $21.99

Camouflage Binder

Vinyl camouflage binder has front and

back pockets and a heavy-duty ring

mechanism.

r Recycled

7510-01-484-1755 d SKILCRAFT AbilityOne Green Capacity 1" EA $3.86
Camouflage

Index Sheet Set

Index sheet features 1/5-cut, blank self-tabs in

all positions. Sheets are three-hole punched for

use in three-ring binders. Made of 32-lb. index

paper stock.

Includes eight index tabs with 1" long windows that are durable 
enough to be reused.

r Contains 50% Recovered Material, Which Includes 30% Postconsumer Material

7530-00-959-4441 c AbilityOne White 8-1/2 x 11" SE $5.40

Environmental Products 



Classification Folder

This sturdy, heavy-duty folder is made of

370-lb pressboard, with a cloth-gusset

bottom. Includes a straight-cut self-tab 

and expands to 1".

Includes two prong fasteners on top right and left-hand sides of folder.
Compressor not included.

r Contains 30% Recovered Material, Which Includes 30% Postconsumer Material

7530-00-043-1194 c AbilityOne Green Letter Size HD $72.93

Heavy-duty 25 pt. pressboard folder features a

two inch expandable Tyvek® reinforced tape

gusset for added durability. Folder includes 

17 pt. kraft divider with 1 inch prongs on each

side and on front and back cover.

2 Divider, 6 Part.

1/3-cut tab with straight-cut tab cover.

r Contains 30% Recovered Material, Which Includes 30% Postconsumer Material

7530-00-990-8884 c SKILCRAFT AbilityOne Rust Red Letter Size EA $2.22

Manila Folder

Standard manila file folder expands to 3/4".

This light-duty folder is constructed of

durable 11-pt stock, with a plain, folded

bottom. Fasteners not included. 

1/3 cut.

r 30% Postconsumer Material

7530-00-282-2507 c SKILCRAFT AbilityOne Manila Letter Size HD $8.21

Straight cut.

r Contains 30% Recovered Material, Which Includes 30% Postconsumer Material

7530-00-291-0098 c SKILCRAFT AbilityOne Manila Letter Size HD $8.51

Pocket Folder

Records are easily accessed in this accordion-type

folder. Made of two-ply heavy stock, this folder is

reinforced with side gussets at least half the height of

the pocket. (Without flap or tie.)

Expands to 3-1/2" capacity. With four gussets.

r Contains 50% Recovered Material, Which Includes 20% Postconsumer Material

7530-00-285-2917 c Letter Size BX(contains 25 EA) $15.40

Hanging File Folder

This high-quality paperboard file folder is ideal for

general office use and fits most filing systems. Expands

to 2".

Includes insertable 1/5-cut plastic tabs for easy and
convenient labeling.

r Contains 30% Recovered Material, Which Includes 30% Postconsumer Material

7530-01-364-9499 c AbilityOne Blue Letter Size BX(contains 25 EA) $9.37
7530-01-364-9498 c AbilityOne Green Letter Size BX(contains 25 EA) $9.37

Inter-Department Envelope

Five column: DATE, DELIVER TO,

DEPARTMENT, SENT BY, DEPARTMENT. 

Six see-through holes ensure that important

documents are not left in envelope. 28-lb. Kraft stock.

r 100% Postconsumer Material

7530-01-463-3910 d AbilityOne Brown 10" x 13" BX(contains 100 EA) $18.55

100% Post-Consumer Paper

This product meets the need for an

environmentally friendly paper, while

delivering reliable, high quality performance.

This minimum of 92 brightness paper is

excellent for daily use in copiers and printers.

Processed chlorine free (PCF) without

additional bleaching. Both paper and

packaging are recyclable with general office

waste. Paper has a 20-lb. basis weight.

r 100% Postconsumer Material

7530-01-503-8441 SKILCRAFT AbilityOne White 8-1/2 x 11" BX(contains $61.38
5000 SH)

50% Recycled Paper

Aspen 50 copier paper has the same

hardworking characteristics and brightness

as non-recycled sheets. It is high-

performing with excellent runnability.

Engineered for use in high-speed copiers,

printers, and plain-paper fax machines, this

acid-free paper has a 20-lb. basis weight

and 92 brightness. Complies with the

National Defense Authorization Act of 1998 and AFI 64-117, 

AF Government-Wide Purchase Card (GPC) program guidelines 2.10.4.

r 50% Postconsumer Material

7530-01-555-2904 d Boise White 8-1/2 x 11" BX(contains $40.55
P/N 055011CTN 10 RM)

Environmental Products
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Copier Paper

Guaranteed hassle-free performance in

copiers, laser and inkjet printers, plain paper

fax machines and multifunction machines.

This 92 bright paper provides excellent 

print contrast. Designed to stay flat and not

curl. Perfect for correspondence, as well as

presentations. Paper has a 20-lb. basis weight.

Sheets are not hole-punched.

r Contains 30% Recovered Material, Which Includes 30% Postconsumer Material

7530-01-335-2623 c White 8-1/2 x 11" BX(contains 10 RM) $41.91
7530-01-334-7817 c White 8-1/2 x 14" BX(contains 10 RM) $56.22

Long-grain, 20-lb. basis weight paper, is

suitable for use in wet toner liquid process

copiers. 84 brightness.

r Contains 50% Recovered Material, Which

Includes 30% Postconsumer Material

7530-01-200-2207 c AbilityOne White 8-1/2 x 11" BX(contains 10 RM) $71.87

Watermarked Copier Paper

High-quality, sulfite-watermarked, dual-purpose

paper ensures maximum reliability and copy quality.

For use in dry toner equipment.

U.S. Federal Seal watermark. Has a 20-lb. basis weight.

r Contains 50% Recovered Material, Which Includes 30% Postconsumer Material

7530-01-200-2203 c AbilityOne White 8-1/2 x 11" BX(contains 10 RM) $76.01

Lined Writing Pad

This memorandum pad is bound on top and

contains 100 sheets of 16-lb. basis weight paper.

Sheets are ruled on both sides with blue lines
that are spaced 5/16" apart.

r Contains 50% Recovered Material, Which Includes 30% Postconsumer Material

7530-01-124-5660 c SKILCRAFT AbilityOne White 8-1/2 x 11" DZ $17.62
7530-01-124-7632 c SKILCRAFT AbilityOne Yellow 8-1/2 x 14" DZ $17.70

Mitsubishi Projectors

GSA Global Supply offers

a wide range of multimedia

projectors to meet your

presentation needs. From mobile

representatives in the field to the IT pro

back at the office, there’s a Mitsubishi

projector that gives you what you need

for effective, cost-efficient

presentations to the internal and

external clients you serve.

Using energy efficient computer equipment minimizes energy
consumption during work hours.

GSA Global Supply offers a wide variety of energy efficient computer products. 
Below is a sample of the many types of computer products offered:

Rugged Notebooks

When you have a need for portable, durable & sturdy

computers, we have just what you need. Rugged

handheld computers are made to handle the

rigorous MIL-STD-810F military standard

for drops, vibration, humidity, altitude and

extreme temperatures.

To order, call (800) 525-8027 or fax (800) 856-7057

Environmental Products
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Xerox Laser Printers

Working smarter, easier, and communicating more

effectively is simple with the right technology. GSA Global

Supply offers affordable, high-quality printers and

supplies to meet your printing needs.

To view the entire offering, visit  www.GSAglobalsupply.gsa.gov and select Computer Products.



Corrugated Box
A. This weather-resistant corrugated fiberboard box is ideal for shipping or storage under extreme 

weather conditions and high humidity. Features triple-wall construction.

Regular-slotted box. Style RSC.

r Contains 40% Recovered Material, Which Includes 40% Postconsumer Material

8115-00-774-6562 d c 48 x 40 x 36" EA $34.99

Special-Use Box
B. This corrugated, fiberboard box features lapped joints secured by wire stitching. The lock-bottom 

box includes hand holes and has a bursting strength of 275 psi.

Use exclusively for retiring, storing and shipping paper files to the Federal Archives and Records
Center.

r 40% Postconsumer Material

8115-00-117-8249 d c AbilityOne White 4-3/4 x 12 x 9-1/2" BD(contains 25 EA) $44.25

Packaging Tape
C. Weather- and water-resistant tape sports a flat, paper backing. Useful for closing and sealing 

fiberboard containers. Has a 3" core.

� 12-month maximum shelf life (extendable)

7510-00-297-6655 p AbilityOne Opaque Width: 2" RO(contains 120 YD) $10.16

A

B

C

4 Order today at www.GSAglobalsupply.gsa.gov
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Paper Towels

Heavyweight paper towels are designed for

use in bathroom dispensers.

Single-fold towels are 99 square inches
overall. Fold depth: 5-1/2".

For use with paper towel dispenser NSN 4510-00-224-8549.

r 40% Postconsumer Material

8540-00-262-7178 c Natural 9-1/4"W BX(contains 4000 EA) $20.04

Wide, multi-fold towels are 85 square inches overall. Fold depth: 3-1/8".

For use with paper towel dispenser NSN 4510-00-224-8549.

r Contains 40% Recovered Material, Which Includes 40% Postconsumer Material

8540-00-291-0389 c 9-1/4"W BX(contains 4400 EA) $20.48

C-fold towels are 130 square inches overall. Fold depth: 4".

For use with Paper Towel Dispenser 4510-00-585-6305.

r Contains 40% Recovered Material, Which Includes 40% Postconsumer Material

8540-00-291-0392 c AbilityOne Natural 10-1/4"W BX(contains 2400 EA) $22.12

Disposable wiping cloth for cleaning,

polishing, and wiping surfaces that are wet,

dry or oily. Not intended for use on

transparent plastic.

With a 11-lb. basis weight, this towel absorbs up to 275% of its weight in
water and up to 150% of its weight in oil.

Box contains 18 packages of 140 towels for a total of 2,520.

r Contains 55% Recovered Material, Which Includes 40% Postconsumer Material

7920-00-543-6492 c AbilityOne White 5-1/4" x 16-1/2" BX(contains $51.37
or Natural 2520 EA)

Multi-ply towel is reinforced with nylon fibers, making it suitable for
cleaning up oil and water. Each banded package holds 100 towels. 
(Box holds 10 packages, equaling 1,000 towels).

93% biodegradable.

r Contains 55% Recovered Material, Which Includes 40% Postconsumer Material

tBiodegradable per EPA/OECD test methods

7920-00-823-9773 c AbilityOne White or Natural 13-1/2 x 13-1/2" MX $54.28

tBiodegradable per EPA/OECD test methods

7920-00-823-9772 AbilityOne White or Natural 13-1/2 x 16-1/2" MX $61.36

Absorbent paper towels for kitchen use. Perforated sheets 

in roll form on a paperboard core.

(NFES #0240)

r Contains 40% Recovered Material, Which Includes 

40% Postconsumer Material

8540-01-169-9010 c White 11 x 9" BX(contains 30 EA) $22.86



Cleaning Cloths

Three-ply soft paper towel is highly

absorbent and non-abrasive. Paper towel 

can be used for cleaning and polishing

plexiglass, acrylic sheets and aircraft

canopies using non-abrasive liquid cleaning

solutions or water without scratching 

the surface.

Box contains fifteen pop-up dispenser packages containing 90 towels for 
a total of 1,350 towels.

Plastic wiping.

r 30% Recovered Material, Which Includes 30% Postconsumer Material

7920-00-965-1709 p AbilityOne White 15-1/4 x 16-1/2" BX(contains $65.49
1350 EA)

Machinery Wiping Cloth

These heavy-duty, non-woven wiping

cloths feature soft, absorbent cellulose

layers sandwiched between layers of

non-interlaced rayon fibers. Both the

base material and the reinforcement

fibers decompose in landfills and salt

water, making them environment-

friendly and decomposable. Also, because the fibers are not interlaced, they

will not pose a hazard to wildlife before decomposing. Base cloth is made

from recycled material.

r 80% Recycled

tBiodegradable per EPA/OECD test methods

7920-01-370-1364 p AbilityOne 10 x 16-1/2" BX(contains 400 EA) $26.00
7920-01-370-1365 p AbilityOne 13-1/4 x 16-1/2" BX(contains 400 EA) $32.49

Toilet Paper

Toilet tissue consists of 4 x 4" perforated

sheets wound around a core. 

Uncompressed rolls are individually wrapped.

Single-ply. 

Basis weight: 10-lbs. (NFES #0142)

r Contains 30% Recovered Material, Which Includes 30% Postconsumer Material

8540-00-530-3770 c AbilityOne White Length: 4,800" BX(contains 80 EA) $61.73

Two-ply. 

Basis weight: 17-lbs.

r Contains 30% Recovered Material, Which Includes 30% Postconsumer Material

8540-01-380-0690 c AbilityOne White Length: 2,200" BX(contains 80 EA) $53.42

Comes in compressed rolls. Single-ply

toilet tissue consists of unperforated single

sheets wound around a core. Packaged in

waterproof containers for use by the Navy

and the U.S. Forest Service.

r Contains 30% Recovered Material, Which

Includes 30% Postconsumer Material

8540-01-055-6094 c p AbilityOne White Length: 4,500" BX(contains 48 EA) $61.99

Facial Tissue

Soft, absorbent tissue comes in folded, 

two-ply sheets.

Unit of issue contains six boxes of 200 tissues each.

r Contains 10% Recovered Material, Which Includes 10% Postconsumer Material

8540-00-281-8360 c AbilityOne White 66 sq. in. PG(contains 6 EA) $12.99

Unit of issue contains 12 boxes of 100 tissues each.

r Contains 10% Recovered Material, Which Includes 10% Postconsumer Material

8540-00-793-5425 c AbilityOne White 66 sq. in. PG(contains 12 EA) $8.66

Table Napkins

Standard paper napkin is ideal for general 

table or hospital use.

This single-ply napkin is used with table napkin dispenser 
NSN 7350-00-205-0928.

r Contains 30% Recovered Material, Which Includes 30% Postconsumer Material

8540-00-285-7001 c AbilityOne White Unfolded: 130 sq. in. BX(contains $77.99
10000 EA)
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Removal in Marine Environment (PRIME)
program. Items in the PRIME program
require biodegradable packing materials.



Trash Bag

This heavy-duty, premium-quality plastic bag features strong

puncture- and tear-resistance and includes closure ties.

The 33-gallon size has a 75-lb. load capacity.

r 25% Postconsumer Material

8105-01-183-9769 c AbilityOne Dark Brown 33 x 39" BX(contains 125 EA) $49.99
or Green

The 57-gallon size has a 75-lb. load capacity.

r 25% Postconsumer Material

8105-01-183-9764 c Dark Brown or Green 36 x 58" BX(contains 100 EA) $39.99

Plastic premium-quality trash bag is intended for

most office and average outdoor trash.

Moderately resistant to punctures and tears and

does not include closure ties.

Medium-duty bag.

The 10-gallon size has a 15-lb. load capacity.

r 25% Postconsumer Material

8105-01-195-8730 c AbilityOne Clear 24 x 23" BX(contains 250 EA) $17.04

The 33-gallon size has a 50-lb. load capacity. (NFES #0021)

r 25% Postconsumer Material

8105-01-183-9768 c AbilityOne Clear 33 x 39" BX(contains 125 EA) $29.07

Burn Bag

Entire surface of self-opening bag is printed with 1/4" red

and white stripes, separated by blank spaces.

Bag No. 1/4 (1746 cu. in. capacity).

r Contains 20% Recovered Material, Which Includes 20%

Postconsumer Material

8105-00-262-7363 c p 17-1/8"L x BE(contains 250 EA) $59.29
8-1/4"W Tuck Width x 5-1/4"

Skin-Cleansing Towelette

Disposable wash-cloth for waterless cleansing of 

the body. Alcohol-free, antibacterial, hypoallergenic

towelette goes on moist and dries instantly. 

Made from non-woven, biodegradable fabric. 

Each individually packaged towelette 

measures 12" x 30". (NFES #0712)

tBiodegradable per EPA/OECD test methods

8520-01-536-5507 P/N Shower Express A257 or equal BX(contains 100 EA) $256.03

Bath Towel (Disposable)

Heavy-duty, two-ply bath towel is made of

disposable paper and features mesh

reinforcement between the plies. (NFES #1038)

r 100% Recycled, Which Includes 40% Postconsumer

Material

7210-01-029-0370 c AbilityOne White 22 x 39" BX(contains 300 EA) $80.65
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P 
Comprehensive Procurement Guideline
compliant –This product has been certified to
meet or exceed the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency’s Recovered Material
Advisory Notice (RMAN) standard for recovered
materials as specified in the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act Section 6002
Comprehensive Procurement Guideline.

Ordering
Online (24 Hours):
www.GSAglobalsupply.gsa.gov
The GSA Global Supply Web site gives
you access to tens of thousands of tools,
office supplies, computer products and
other items. You can use your government
purchase card or arrange direct billing
with your Activity Address Code
(AAC/DoDAAC). Select the items you
want and place your order.

All GSA Global Supply items are also
available via GSAAdvantage!® and the
DOD EMALL Web site.

Telephone: 
(800) 525-8027 
DSN 465-1416
Call our toll-free number to place your
order. We are open from 7:30 a.m. to 8
p.m. (Eastern Time), Monday through
Friday. 

Fax Orders (24 Hours):
(800) 856-7057
You will receive a confirmation via fax.
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Hand Cleaner

A. Lite’n Foamy Sunflower Fresh is a BioRenewable foaming hand, hair and body wash, formulated

with 85% biobased ingredients. It has a pH designed to be gentle on the skin and is boosted with aloe

vera to increase the moisture on the skin.

For use with foam soap dispenser NSN 4510-01-551-1194.

� 24-month maximum shelf life (extendable)

tLow-VOC Item; Bio-based

8520-01-555-2903 d MSDS AbilityOne Sunflower Fragrance 1 gal. BX(contains 4 EA) $68.63

Dispenser NSN 4510-01-551-1194 included.

� 24-month maximum shelf life (extendable)

tLow-VOC Item; Bio-based

8520-01-555-3732 d MSDS AbilityOne Sunflower Fragrance GL $52.66

B. A mild, biodegradable foam soap and lotion formula for general hand cleaning.

For use with foam dispenser NSNs 4510-01-551-2864 or 4510-01-551-2865.

� 24-month maximum shelf life (extendable)

tGreenSeal Seal of Approval

8520-01-556-2577 d GOJO/SKILCRAFT AbilityOne 1250 mL container BX(contains 3 EA) $53.63
P/N 5165-03

C. Waterless hand cleaner with aloe vera can be used with or without water. 80% bio-based, removes

grime grease, carbon, asphalt, graphite, tar, flux, oil, cements, most inks and adhesives. 

Box contains 4, 1 gallon containers with four pump dispensers.

� 24-month maximum shelf life (extendable)

tBio-based

8520-01-555-2902 d MSDS AbilityOne 1 gal. BX(contains 4 GL) $92.52

D. contains pumice

Box contains 4, 1 gallon containers with four pump dispensers.

� 24-month maximum shelf life (extendable) 

tBio-based

8520-01-555-2891 d MSDS AbilityOne 1 gal. BX(contains 4 GL) $95.35

Liquid Hand Soap

E . Liquid hand soap for general cleaning of hands, formulated to quickly emulsify, rich lather with

mild detergents, with moisturizers, pH balanced, provided in 1-gallon container with handle. Can be

used in all liquid soap dispenser and central dispensing systems with no dilution. Bio-based. Fragrance

added.

� 24-month maximum shelf life (extendable)

tBio-based

8520-01-432-2618 1 gal. BX(contains 4 EA) $28.00



Dishwashing Detergent

Solitaire is a concentrated solid detergent that

dissolves greasy, heavy soils. Can be used in hard or

soft water and is gentle on hands. Safe for cleaning

all types of dishes, glassware, pots, pans and

silverware. For use with the Ecolab Solitaire

Dispenser.

Box contains 4, 5-lb. capsules.

� 24-month maximum shelf life (extendable)

tLow-VOC Item; No Hazardous Waste; Nontoxic Item; Biodegradable per EPA/OECD

test methods; Carcinogen Free

7930-01-177-5119 MSDS Solitaire P/N 17301 or equal BX(contains 4 EA) $127.54

Tide with Bleach

Powdered professional line laundry

detergent. Unique activated bleaching

system removes many tough stains. Whiten

whites while keeping colors bright. 

High-powered grease cutting formula is

effective on tough institutional stains.

Package contains two boxes that contain 214 oz. each. 
(Each box washes 95 loads.)

� 12-month maximum shelf life (not extendable)

tBiodegradable per EPA/OECD test methods

7930-01-490-7301 MSDS PG(contains 2 EA) $76.82

Toilet Cleaner/Deodorizer

Each kit contains a 2.5 oz, non-para,

environmentally friendly cake. Toilet deodorizer

clips under toilet bowl rim and activates every

time you flush. Cleans toilet and deodorizes the

bathroom. Non-para is compliant with all state

and federal regulations.

tLow-VOC Item

7930-01-382-9138 MSDS BX(contains 24 EA) $86.58

Deodorant Toilet Cake

Environmentally friendly, non-para, 1.5 ounce

deodorant cake that eliminates unpleasant odors.

Non-para cake is contained in a plastic holder

that clips under the rim of a toilet bowl. 

Lasts for 1,000 flushes or 30 days. Product is

compliant with all state and federal regulations.

tLow-VOC Item; Biodegradable per EPA/OECD test methods

6840-00-664-6610 d MSDS AbilityOne CO(contains 12 EA) $18.33

Toilet Bowl and Bathroom Cleaner

All-purpose bathroom cleaner contains blend of mineral

acids, emulsifiers, detergents, and corrosion inhibitors to

remove rust, scum, hardwater deposits and stains. 

Fights odor-causing bacteria. For use on porcelain toilet

bowl, sinks, ceramic, chrome, aluminum and stainless steel

fixtures.

� 36-month maximum shelf life (extendable)

tLow-VOC Item

7930-01-423-1145 MSDS P/N 184611  Wintergreen 32 oz. bottle BX(contains $80.77
or equal fragrance 12 EA)

Bathroom Cleaner

BioRenewable bathroom cleaner contains 83% biobased

material. Efficient cleaning action quickly removes soap scum

in showers, shower rooms (floors & walls), toilets, urinals,

porcelain, ceramic, fiberglass and similar hard, non-porous

surfaces. For general, light duty restroom cleaning, dilute 12

ounces into one gallon of water. Rinse thoroughly. Do not use

on non-acid resistant surfaces.

Box contains 12, (32-oz.) containers and one foam sprayer.

� 24-month maximum shelf life (extendable)

tLow-VOC Item; Bio-based

7930-01-555-2900 d MSDS AbilityOne 1 qt. BX(contains 12 EA) $58.10

Environmental Products
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To see all environmentally friendly products
visit www.GSAglobalsupply.gsa.gov.

Selecting the “Green Items” tab on the main page
produces a list of environmentally friendly products.
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Glass Cleaner

A. BioRenewable ready to use glass cleaner contains 81% biobased material. Use for cleaning

windows, mirrors, glass and plexiglass. Contains no ammonia.

Box contains 12, (32-oz.) containers and 12 trigger sprayers.

� 24-month maximum shelf life (extendable)

tLow-VOC Item; Bio-based

7930-01-555-2898 d MSDS AbilityOne 1 qt. BX(contains 12 EA) $38.67

B. BioRenewable concentrated glass cleaner contains 81% biobased material. Use to clean and polish

any hard surface not harmed by water such as window glass, panes and sills, mirrors, countertops,

chrome, automobile glass, fluorescent lights and tubing and any glass or mirror finish. Removes tough

stains such as grease, smoke, oils, tape residue, food stains, dust and dirt. Contains no ammonia. For

general cleaning use 2 ounces per gallon of cold water. Not for use on wood furniture or other polished

surfaces. (Do not mix with other chemicals.)

� 24-month maximum shelf life (extendable)

tLow-VOC Item; Bio-based

7930-01-555-3384 d MSDS AbilityOne 1 gal. BX(contains 4 EA) $53.44

Multi-Purpose Cleaner

C. BioRenewable TriBase multi-purpose cleaner contains 72% biobased material. Use to clean glass,

mirrors, floors, walls, restroom and kitchen surfaces and tile. Cleans any surface not damaged by water.

Apply with mop, brush, pressure washer or use as a spray and wipe cleaner.

� 24-month maximum shelf life (extendable)

tLow-VOC Item; Bio-based

7930-01-555-2901 d MSDS AbilityOne 1 gal. BX(contains 4 EA) $55.69

Graffiti Remover SAC
BioRenewable ready-to-use graffiti remover is a soy and corn biobased product. Removes typical

graffiti markings, paint, marker, ink, crayon and pencil. Takes away scuff marks, wax residue and

adhesives. Generally applied with solvent resistant sprayer, sponge, brush or cloth. Contains 53%

biobased material.

� 24-month maximum shelf life (extendable)

tLow-VOC Item; Bio-based

7930-01-555-2899 d MSDS AbilityOne 1 gal. BX(contains 4 GL) $139.70

Box contains 12, (32-oz.) containers and three solvent resistant sprayers.

� 24-month maximum shelf life (extendable)

tLow-VOC Item; Bio-based

7930-01-555-3382 d MSDS AbilityOne 32 oz., bottle BX(contains 12 EA) $115.30

Industrial Degreaser

D. BioRenewable industrial degreaser contains 53% biobased material. Removes grease, dirt,

cosmoline, tar, many inks and most adhesives and industrial oil. Safe to use on ferrous and non-ferrous

metal, co ncrete, ceramic tile and brick. Degreaser is not recommended for use on floors coated with a

floor finish, but is safe to use on floors with cured epoxies and urethanes. Do not use to degrease

concrete floors prior to resurfacing. Use with solvent resistant sprayer, faucets, pumps or use for parts

tank.

� 24-month maximum shelf life (extendable)

tLow-VOC Item; Bio-based

7930-01-555-2897 d MSDS AbilityOne CN(contains 5 GL) $139.73



A, B, C

Glass Cleaner
A. Concentrated heavy duty cleaner for use in the 3M brand Twist ’n Fill dispensing system.

Non-streaking cleaner for windows, glass and mirrors as well as stainless steel, chrome, aluminum,
ceramic and plastic. Low flow for use in filling spray bottles. Each 2 liter bottle yields 30 
ready-to-use gallons. Green Seal Approved.

3M Twist ’n Fill Glass Cleaner #1L.

� 24-month maximum shelf life (extendable)

tLow-VOC Item; GreenSeal Seal of Approval

7930-01-381-5826 d MSDS 3M P/N 23357 AbilityOne 2 liter bottle BX(contains 6 EA) $195.74

General-Purpose Cleaner
B. Concentrated heavy duty cleaner for use in the 3M brand Twist ’n Fill dispensing system.

High-performance, all purpose cleaner can be used to clean floors, walls and other non-porous
surfaces. High flow for use in filling buckets. Each 2 liter bottle yields 35 ready-to-use gallons.
Green Seal Approved.

3M Twist ’n Fill General-Purpose Cleaner #8H.

� 24-month maximum shelf life (extendable)

tLow-VOC Item; GreenSeal Seal of Approval

7930-01-381-5834 d MSDS 3M P/N 19212 AbilityOne 2 liter bottle BX(contains 6 EA) $142.76

Floor Cleaner
C. Concentrated heavy duty cleaner for use in the 3M brand Twist ’n Fill dispensing system.

No-rinse cleaner can be used in automatic scrubber or with mop to clean washable hard floors. 
Will not dull or damage floor finishes. High flow for use in filling buckets. Each 2 liter bottle yields
207 ready-to-use gallons. Green Seal Approved.

3M Twist ’n Fill Floor Cleaner #3H.

� 24-month maximum shelf life (extendable)

tLow-VOC Item; GreenSeal Seal of Approval

7930-01-381-5897 d MSDS 3M P/N 20200 AbilityOne 2 liter bottle BX(contains 6 EA) $187.17

Versatile, low-foaming cleaner for use in automatic scrubbers or in mop-on applications.
Formulated for scrubbing before recoating as well as cleaning before burnishing and daily cleaning.
Use to clean any washable hard floor. High flow for use in filling buckets. Each 2 liter bottle yields
137 ready-to-use gallons. Green Seal Approved.

3M Twist ’n Fill Floor Cleaner #24H.

� 24-month maximum shelf life (extendable)

tLow-VOC Item; GreenSeal Seal of Approval

7930-01-549-8189 d MSDS 3M P/N 23553 AbilityOne 2 liter bottle BX(contains 6 EA) $243.31

Environmental Products
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Biodegradable Cleaner and
Degreaser

Ready-to-use biodegradable general purpose cleaner that is

suitable for use on grease, dirt, soap scum, food stains and

fingerprints. Liquid detergent contains no phosphates,

abrasives, or dyes. It is non-flammable and non-toxic 

for aquatic use.

� 36-month maximum shelf life (extendable)

tNontoxic Item; Biodegradable per EPA/OECD test methods

7930-00-357-7386 MSDS AbilityOne BT(contains 22 OZ) $1.71

Comes in a spray-pump dispenser.

� 36-month maximum shelf life (extendable)

tNontoxic Item; Biodegradable per EPA/OECD test methods

7930-00-926-5280 MSDS AbilityOne 16oz. bottle BX(contains 48 EA) $85.52

Multi-Purpose Germicidal Cleaner

Biodegradable industrial strength cleaner and disinfectant

quickly cuts greasy, grimy soils, light rust, oil and tar. Kills

HIV-1 (AIDS virus), bacteria, salmonella and fungi. 

Multi-purpose spray is perfect for cleaning, degreasing and

disinfecting a wide variety of hard surfaces. Also destroys

bacterial odors. Non-flammable, 

ready-to-use and harmless to most hard surfaces.

Comes in a pump spray bottle.

tLow-VOC Item; Nontoxic Item; Biodegradable per EPA/OECD test methods; EPA

registered (applicable to disinfectants and pesticides per FIFRA)

7930-01-177-0795 MSDS P/N 26824 or equal 24 oz. bottle BX(contains 12 EA) $35.89

Comes in a trigger spray bottle.

tLow-VOC Item; Nontoxic Item; Biodegradable per EPA/OECD test methods; EPA

registered (applicable to disinfectants and pesticides per FIFRA)

7930-01-393-6747 MSDS P/N 26825 or equal 25 oz. bottle BX(contains 12 EA) $41.11
7930-01-346-5283 MSDS P/N 26801 or equal 1 gal. BX(contains 6 EA) $61.92

Cleaner/Degreaser

Formulated to provide a safer alternative to

hazardous chemicals and solvents, Simple Green

or equal is a concentrated, water-based,

biodegradable cleaner and degreaser. An effective

product to remove oil, lubricants, grease and

grime from almost any washable surface. Meets

the EPA’s National Emission Standards for

Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP). The

product also meets the requirements for

California Volatile Organic Compound (VOC)

Emissions for Consumer Products requirements for Cleaning Compound,

Solvent-Detergent. 

Non-flammable.

tLow-VOC Item; Nontoxic Item; NESHAP compliant; Biodegradable per EPA/OECD

test methods

7930-01-342-5315 MSDS P/N 13012 or equal 24 oz. container BX(contains 12 EA) $48.65
7930-01-306-8369 MSDS P/N 13005 or equal 1 gal. BX(contains 6 EA) $56.63
7930-01-342-5316 MSDS P/N 13006 or equal CN(contains 5 GL) $45.06

All-Purpose Cleaner

Power Green is a biodegradable, nonabrasive,

nonflammable and pH balanced cleaner/degreaser.

It safely removes grease, oil and dirt while meeting

today’s safety and environmental standards. This

multi-purpose cleaner/degreaser easily cuts most

greases, oils, tar and dirt from bare and painted

surfaces. It is safe for cleaning woodwork, furniture,

kitchen appliances and bathroom fixtures. It cleans

and freshens naturally and economically.

� 36-month maximum shelf life (extendable)

tLow-VOC Item; Biodegradable per EPA/OECD test methods

7930-01-373-8849 d MSDS AbilityOne 22 oz trigger BX(contains 24 EA) $171.11
spray bottle

Disinfectant

Disinfectant/virucide formulated to meet rigid

hospital standards while leaving a pleasant

honeysuckle scent. It helps control cross-infection

by killing a broad range of gram positive and

negative bacteria, viruses and fungi.

� 24-month maximum shelf life (extendable)

tLow-VOC Item; Nontoxic Item; EPA registered 

(applicable to disinfectants and pesticides per FIFRA); Carcinogen Free

7930-01-380-8495 MSDS 14 oz. aerosol BX(contains 12 EA) $62.81

To order, call (800) 525-8027 or fax (800) 856-7057
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Have a question 
about your order? 
Call (800) 525-8027
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Glass Cleaner

Fast-drying formula contains ammonia. Cleans and polishes

leaving a sparkling shine on glass, windows, mirrors and chrome.

Also cleans plastic, ceramic and vinyl tile, painted surfaces,

appliances and stainless steel and other non-porous materials.

Comes in a spray-pump container.

� 36-month maximum shelf life (extendable)

tLow-VOC Item; Nontoxic Item

7930-01-326-8110 MSDS AbilityOne 16 oz. bottle DZ $21.17

Ready-to-use, non-streaking, non-filming glass and surface

cleaner that contains ammonia. Suitable for cleaning stainless

steel, chrome, porcelain, ceramic tile, Plexiglas, Formica counters,

mirrors, plastic, vinyl, tabletops, and glass. Effectively removes

grease and other soils from surfaces.

� 36-month maximum shelf life (extendable)

tLow-VOC Item

7930-01-381-3499 MSDS 32 oz. bottle BX(contains 12 EA) $56.06

Windshield Washer Fluid

Specially designed for automobile windshield washer systems.

Suitable for year-round use. Antifreeze agent prevents fluid from

freezing, even at 0 degrees F (when properly diluted). 

Non-abrasive concentrate will not damage automobile finish.

� 24-month maximum shelf life (extendable)

tLow-VOC Item

6850-00-926-2275 MSDS 16 oz. bottle BX(contains 12 EA) $14.25

Degreaser

Cuts heavy grease and soil quickly and completely on engines,

mowers, shop machinery, condenser coils, tools and more. Ideal

for degreasing concrete, asphalt driveways and equipment bays.

This aqueous-based, ready-to-use degreaser contains no

petroleum or chlorinated solvents, phosphates or acids and is

VOC compliant, non-flammable, 

non-combustible and biodegradable.

� 48-month maximum shelf life (extendable)

tLow-VOC Item; Biodegradable per EPA/OECD test methods

7930-01-383-7926 MSDS P/N 22732 or equal 32 oz. bottle BX(contains 12 EA) $65.95

Furniture Polish

Furniture polish effectively protects wood furniture and other

surfaces. Picks up dust, shines, and polishes -- all in one step.

Leaves no polish or waxy buildup and adds a like-new sheen to

cabinets, paneling, baseboards, vinyl, leather, and fine 

wood furniture.

� 36-month maximum shelf life (extendable)

tCFC-Free Item; Low-VOC Item

7930-01-381-3491 MSDS P/N 94430 or equal 17.7 oz. aerosol BX(contains 6 EA) $38.27

Biobased Flatware

Light weight biobased disposable flatware. Made of 50%

wheat based resin (biobase) and 50% polypropylene, this

flatware is heat tolerant and environmentally friendly.

Meets FDA requirements.

Picnic fork.

tBio-based; Biodegradable per EPA/OECD test methods

7340-01-564-1888 d AbilityOne Wheat Length: 6" HD $6.65

Picnic knife.

tBio-based; Biodegradable per EPA/OECD test methods

7340-01-564-1885 d AbilityOne Wheat Length: 6-1/2" HD $5.81

Picnic teaspoon.

tBio-based; Biodegradable per EPA/OECD test methods

7340-01-564-1887 d AbilityOne Wheat Length: 5-5/8" HD $6.65

Individually wrapped.

Fork.

tBio-based; Biodegradable per EPA/OECD test methods

7340-01-564-1884 d AbilityOne Wheat Length: 6" MX $55.97

Knife.

tBio-based; Biodegradable per EPA/OECD test methods

7340-01-564-1886 d AbilityOne Wheat Length: 6-1/2" MX $54.82

Teaspoon.

tBio-based; Biodegradable per EPA/OECD test methods

7340-01-564-1889 d AbilityOne Wheat Length: 5-5/8" MX $52.36

Biobased Individual Flatware Set

Light weight flatware set is excellent for use during picnics or with military

rations. Made of 50% wheat based resin (biobase) and 50% polypropylene,

this flatware is heat tolerant and environmentally friendly. Set contains a 6-

1/2" knife, 6" fork and 5-5/8" spoon in an 

easy-to-open bag. Meets FDA requirements.

tBio-based; Biodegradable per EPA/OECD test methods

7360-01-564-3560 d AbilityOne Wheat BX(contains 400 EA) $70.98

Paper Tableware

Round, disposable paper cup is tapered to stack

easily. It is odorless and leakproof. Meets FDA

requirements.

Biodegradable, compostable and recyclable
cup is made of 100% paper and uses no plastic
packaging/packing materials. Tall-style cup without handle is for hot
liquids. Uncoated. Suitable for Navy shipboard use.

tBiodegradable per EPA/OECD test methods

7350-01-359-9524 p AbilityOne White with Capacity: BX(contains $68.70
dolphin design 9 oz 1000 EA)



Doormat

Useful in entryways to remove dirt from

shoes. Made from recycled tires, this quality

mat will not damage or mar floors. This

reversible mat features corrosion-resistant

cross-wires which make it flexible and easy to roll for storage.

r 80% Postconsumer Material Contains 85% Recovered Material

7220-00-238-8852 c AbilityOne Natural gray-black 30" L x 18" W x 5/8" T EA $26.85

Paintbrush

Made with natural hog bristle or synthetic

filament. Flat, metal-bound paint and varnish

brushes come in several different grades. Grades

AA and A are thicker brushes and feature

superior paint loading and release. Grade B is excellent for utility painting.

Grade C is suitable where a professional finish is not required and for one-

time applications such as applying adhesives, cements, etc. Hog bristle

brushes should be used only with solvent- or oil-based coatings. Synthetic

fiber brushes may be used with solvent-, oil- or water-based coatings.

Measurements for brush width, bristle length and brush thickness 

are nominal.

Hog bristle brush. Chiseled shape.

Grade A; Thickness: 3/4"; Chiseled edge.

8020-00-260-1302 p 2"w x 2-3/4"l EA $3.71

Grade B; Thickness: 1/2"; Chiseled edge.

8020-00-260-1304 p 2"w x 2-1/4"l EA $2.01

Sash-and-Trim Brush

These brushes are specially designed for

painting small, narrow areas on wood and

metal furniture, pipes, window frames and

screens. Use hog bristle brushes only for

solvent-based coatings. Synthetic bristle brushes may be used with solvent- or

water-based coatings. Oval brushes have 7-1/2" handles; flat brushes have 7"

handles and angular, bevel-cut bristles.

Hog bristle brush. Square shape.

Thickness: 1/2".

8020-00-559-0389 p 2"w x 2-1/2"l EA $3.26

Aerosol Enamel

Fast-drying, general-purpose interior

and exterior enamel is perfect for coating

small objects and areas. For use on

metal, wood, plaster, masonry, stone,

glass, leather, fiber, and previously

painted surfaces. Packaged in an aerosol

can that sprays easily without sputtering,

using moderate finger pressure. User

should shake by hand for one minute

before using. A-A-2787.

Type I - Solvent-thinned enamel. VOC: 60%

� 36-month maximum shelf life (extendable)

tChromate-Free Item According to ASTM/EPA Test Methods; Lead-Free Item

According to ASTM/EPA Test Methods

8010-01-331-6105 MSDS AbilityOne White 17875 PT $9.06
8010-01-331-6106 MSDS AbilityOne White 37875 PT $9.06
8010-01-331-6107 MSDS AbilityOne Black 17038 PT $9.06
8010-01-331-6108 MSDS AbilityOne Black 37038 PT $9.06
8010-01-331-6109 MSDS AbilityOne Red 11136 PT $9.06
8010-01-331-6110 MSDS AbilityOne Red 11105 PT $9.06
8010-01-331-6111 MSDS AbilityOne Olive Drab 14064 PT $9.06
8010-01-331-6113 MSDS AbilityOne Olive Drab 34088 PT $9.06
8010-01-331-6114 MSDS AbilityOne Yellow 13655 PT $9.06
8010-01-331-6115 MSDS AbilityOne Yellow 13538 PT $9.06

Enamel

This silicone alkyd copolymer (solvent-based) enamel is

intended for use on primed, smooth metal, fiberglass, wood

and plastic/composite surfaces. Highly weather-resistant

enamel has excellent color and gloss retention, good drying,

freedom from aftertack, and good flexibility. For brush,

roller or spray application. Maximum VOC: 250 g/L. 

MIL-PRF-24635. Meets QPL requirements.

Type II - Maximum VOC : 250 g/L; Class 2 - Semi-gloss, 45-60; 
Grade B - Low solar absorbant.

� 24-month maximum shelf life (extendable)

tLow-VOC Item; ODS-Free Item; NESHAP compliant; Carcinogen Free

8010-01-441-6147 MSDS CA Gray 26270 CN(contains 5 GL) $152.26

Fire-Retardant Enamel

This fire-retardant enamel is designed for use on primed or

painted metal bulkheads. The chlorinated alkyd resin enamel

forms a dry, rust-resistant film that will not burn. It retards

combustion, but will not prevent burning of base material.

Dries to the touch in two hours; dries hard (to a semi-gloss

finish) in six hours. Applied by spray or brush. May be used

with hot spray equipment. Maximum VOC: 340 g/L. TPD-

24607.

� 12-month maximum shelf life (extendable)

tLead-Free Item According to ASTM/EPA Test Methods; Low-VOC Item; Mercury-

Free Item According to ASTM/EPA Test Methods; Cadmium Free According to

ASTM/U.S.EPA Test Methods; Benzene-Free Item According to ASTM/EPA Test

Methods; NESHAP compliant; Toluene Free; Carcinogen Free

8010-01-344-5100 MSDS CA White 27880 CN(contains 5 GL) $163.94
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Marine Coating

This silicone alkyd copolymer (solvent-based) enamel is

intended for use on primed, smooth metal, fiberglass, wood

and plastic/composite surfaces. Highly weather-resistant

enamel has excellent color and gloss retention, good drying,

freedom from aftertack, and good flexibility. For brush, roller or

spray application. MIL-PRF-24635. Meets QPL requirements.

Type II - Maximum VOC 340 g/L; Class 2 - Dries to semi-gloss finish 
(45 to 60%); Grade A - Standard pigmented.

� 24-month maximum shelf life (extendable)

tLow-VOC Item; ODS-Free Item; NESHAP compliant; Carcinogen Free

8010-01-344-5322 MSDS CA White 27875 CN(contains 5 GL) $156.81

Type II - Maximum VOC 340 g/L; Class 3 - Dries to a low-gloss finish 
(15 to 30); Grade A - Standard pigmented.

� 24-month maximum shelf life (extendable)

tLow-VOC Item; ODS-Free Item; NESHAP compliant; Carcinogen Free

8010-01-344-6703 MSDS CA Black 37038 CN(contains 5 GL) $220.64

Type II - Maximum VOC 340 g/L; Class 2 - Dries to semi-gloss finish 
(45 to 60%); Grade A - Standard pigmented.

� 24-month maximum shelf life (extendable)

tLow-VOC Item; ODS-Free Item; NESHAP compliant; Carcinogen Free

8010-01-350-4727 MSDS CA Gray 26008 CN(contains 5 GL) $147.75

Epoxy Ship Paint

Epoxy-polyamide finish coat protects bilges,

tanks, exterior underwater hulls and other

components of a ship. The hard, durable and

chemically resistant coating is appropriate

for sandblasted steel, aluminum or fiberglass

surfaces. Resistant to water immersion and

solvents. Non-porous. Dries to a semigloss

finish. Apply by spray or brush. Kit consists of equal quantities of components

A and B. MIL-DTL-24441. Meets QPL requirements.

Type II - Three coat system. Maximum VOC: 340 g/L; 2.8 lbs/gal.

Formula 150.

� 24-month maximum shelf life (extendable)

tCFC-Free Item; Chromate-Free Item According to ASTM/EPA Test Methods; Lead-

Free Item According to ASTM/EPA Test Methods; Low-VOC Item; ODS-Free Item;

Mercury-Free Item According to ASTM/EPA Test Methods; Cadmium Free According

to ASTM/U.S.EPA Test Methods; Hexavalent-Chromium Free Item According to

ASTM/EPA Test Methods; Benzene-Free Item According to ASTM/EPA Test

Methods; NESHAP compliant; Toluene Free; Carcinogen Free; HAPS Free

8010-01-302-3608 MSDS CA Green 24272 Part A: 5 gal.; Part B: 5 gal. KT $297.61

Single-Component CARC
Polyurethane Coating

Use this single-component, chemical agent resistant,

polyurethane coating (CARC) as a finishing coat on military

combat equipment. Easily decontaminated after exposure to

liquid chemical agents, coating also is resistant to water,

weather, hydrocarbons and acids. Dries to the touch in 30

minutes and dries hard to a flat finish in three hours. Apply

over epoxy primers by spray or brush. Maximum VOC: 420 g/L. 

MIL-DTL-53039. Meets QPL requirements.

� 12-month maximum shelf life (extendable)

tLead-Free Item According to ASTM/EPA Test Methods; Hexavalent-Chromium Free

Item According to ASTM/EPA Test Methods; Carcinogen Free

8010-01-276-3640 MSDS Tan 33446 CN(contains 5 GL) $208.00

CARC Polyurethane Coating

Water-dispersible, chemical agent resistant,

aliphatic polyurethane coatings for use as a

finish coat on all military tactical

equipment, which includes ground, aviation

and related support assets. The materials

are free of hazardous air pollutants (HAP-

free), lead and chromate (hexavalent

chromium) free, and have a maximum

volatile organic compound (VOC) content of 220g/L (1.8 lb/gal) as

packaged. Packaged in two-part kits which are mixed, then water is added to

final volume. MIL-DTL-64159. Meets QPL requirements.

Type II - Polymeric Bead. Features the following: Novel pigment package;
Use of polymeric beads for flattening agents; Non-marring; Superior
weather resistance compared to standard CARC systems.

� 12-month maximum shelf life (extendable)

tChromate-Free Item According to ASTM/EPA Test Methods; Lead-Free Item

According to ASTM/EPA Test Methods; Low-VOC Item; Hexavalent-Chromium Free

Item According to ASTM/EPA Test Methods; Benzene-Free Item According to

ASTM/EPA Test Methods; HAPS Free

8010-01-493-3170 d MSDS CA Green 34094 (383) Volume: 3 gal. KT $145.00

General-Purpose Adhesive

For fast-setting, general bonding, and for use

on Pratt & Whitney turbofan engines.

Loctite/Dexter-Hysol EPK 608, Hardman

Epoweld 8173, or 3M 3501 Clear.

� 24-month maximum shelf life (extendable)

tNo Hazardous Waste; Nontoxic Item

8040-00-092-2816 MSDS Clear Weight: 3-1/2 grams BX(contains 100 EA) $87.65
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B

C

D

Drip Pan
A. Superflex drip pans are made of double fiber woven reinforced rubber for maximum strength and

durability. Drip pan is crack and crush-proof. Oil resistant polyethylene resin, 

Molybdenum disulfide coated.

r 100% Recycled

4940-01-490-2455 P/N 48511 or equal Capacity: 3 gallon; 17-1/2" diameter PG(contains 10 EA) $130.85
4940-01-490-2463 P/N 48512 or equal Capacity: 6-1/2 gal.; 14" diameter PG(contains 10 EA) $269.56
4940-01-490-2470 P/N 48513 or equal Capacity: 15 gal.; 26-1/4" diameter PG(contains 10 EA) $322.32

Drip Pan With Chain
B. Superflex drip pans are made of double fiber woven reinforced rubber for maximum strength and

durability. Drip pan is crack and crush-proof. Oil resistant polyethylene resin, 

Molybdenum disulfide coated.

Includes a 6 foot chain with eyelet for attaching pan to equipment.

r 100% Recycled

4940-01-504-5270 PN 101019 or equal Capacity: 3 gal.; 17-1/2" diameter PG(contains 10 EA) $197.77
4940-01-504-5273 P/N 101020 or equal Capacity: 6-1/2 gal.; 14" diameter PG(contains 10 EA) $348.63
4940-01-505-0680 P/N 48554 or equal Capacity: 15 gal.; 26-1/4" diameter PG(contains 10 EA) $418.99

Drip Pan with Chock Block
C. Superflex drip pans are made of double fiber woven reinforced rubber for maximum strength and

durability. Drip pan is crack and crush-proof. Oil resistant polyethylene resin, 

Molybdenum disulfide coated.

Drip pan includes a six-foot chain attached to a wheel chock block.

r 100% Recycled

4940-01-535-7651 P/N 70008 or equal Capacity: 3-1/2 gal.; 16-1/2" diameter PG(contains 10 EA) $485.20
4940-01-535-7653 P/N 70009 or equal Capacity: 6-1/2 gal.; 16-1/2" diameter PG(contains 10 EA) $542.26
4940-01-535-7652 P/N 70010 or equal Capacity: 15 gal.; 26-1/4" diameter PG(contains 10 EA) $575.29

Drip Pan, Aircraft
D. Superflex drip pans are made of double fiber woven reinforced rubber for maximum strength and

durability. Drip pan is crack and crush-proof. Oil resistant polyethylene resin, 

Molybdenum disulfide coated.

Interlocking containment pan 36 x 36", which can also be adjusted to 18 x 36". Pan has a three inch
lip and interlocking sides. For aircraft and motor pool use.

r 100% Recycled

4940-01-535-7654 DK Enterprise P/N 200550 36"L x 36"W x 2"H PG(contains 10 EA) $714.86

Traffic Cone
E. Plastic or rubber cone is ideal for marking roadwork, helping to prevent accidents. Square-base

cones can be used for marking line painting or serving as an emergency blockade.

r Contains 50% Recovered Material

9905-00-424-9829 c Red-Orange Height: 18" BX(contains 10 EA) $67.67
9905-00-527-4997 c Red-Orange Height: 28" BX(contains 5 EA) $58.42

E
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Straight Trimmer’s Shears

Use lightweight shears for light paper

cutting and trimming applications.

Balanced shears reduce fatigue. Have

straight handles. Rust-resistant stamped

stainless steel. Molded plastic handles are

for left- and right-hand use. Both blades

are stamped stainless steel and pointed.

Shears have a 3-5/8" length of cut.

5110-01-241-4373 p Length: 8-1/4" EA $3.95

Utility Knife

Multipurpose craftsman’s knife has a

hardened and tempered blade made of

carbon steel and a single cutting edge.

Removable blade and holder. Retractable blade locks in three cutting

positions. Comes with five interchangeable blades that store in the handle,

which opens by unscrewing one screw.

5110-00-892-5071 p Length: 5-1/2" EA $2.87

Pocket Multi-Tool (Retractable)

All-in-one multi-tool. Component locking

mechanism. Retractable pliers-head knife

tool consists of a drop point and serrated

knife blades, pliers, wire cutters, flat-tip and

Phillips screwdrivers, can/bottle opener,

lanyard eye, ruler and crimper.

Stainless steel finish. Black nylon sheath.

5110-01-346-5339 p Length: 4-3/8" (closed) EA $46.47

Slip-Joint Pliers (Straight Nose)

Straight nose combination slip-joint pliers

have flat gripping surface with fine teeth, a

curved center jaw section with sharp teeth

and a shear type wire cutter located in the throat. Two-position slip-joint

permits jaws to be opened wider. Chrome-plated forged steel pliers have

polished heads. Furnished with cushion-grip handles. ASME B107.23M.

Regular nose combination slip-joint pliers have a 3/8" jaw thickness.

5120-00-223-7397 p Length: 8" EA $7.27

Wire Twister Pliers

Pliers provide fast twisting of safety wire and are

excellent for work on critical components of

aircraft and vehicles. Features right-hand

(clockwise) twist and a diagonal (standard) nose

configuration for hard-to-reach areas. Spiraling mechanism produces a close,

uniform twist in safety wire when rod is pulled and pliers rotates. Jaws can be

locked in a closed position. Furnished with wire cutter. ASME B 107.18.

Type I: Right-hand twist; Class 2: With hand push twist rod return;
Style B: Smooth wire clamping jaw surfaces (no serrations).

Produces 3 revolutions per pull.

5120-00-305-2306 p Length: 9" EA $60.54

Crimping Tool (Miniature)

Crimping tool frame is designed for most

of the miniature and sub-miniature

connector types. Has eight indenter depth

settings and an impression crimp (four sets

of double indents). The frame has a ratchet

mechanism with blue plastic handle grips and blue colored body.

Thickness: 3/4"; Open width: 5". Accommodates wire sizes 20 through 32 AWG.

Consists of a frame only (Military P/N M22520/2-01). Accepts MIL-C-

22520/2 positioners.

5120-00-165-3910 p Length: 7-1/2" EA $264.04

Bolt Cutter (Clipper Cut)

Designed for close cutting near flat surfaces.

The clipper-cutter tool cuts rivets, bolts and

steel rods and has an adjustable, rigid, 

two-jaw head. Removable, sharp-edged jaws

are made of hardened tool steel. Dual lever-arm steel handles have toggle or

geared action. Adjustments compensate for jaw wear. A rubber bumper or

lock-screw stops eliminate pinching the operator’s hands. CID A-A-3047

Capacity: 3/8".

5110-00-596-9156 p Length: 24" EA $85.17

Sledgehammer

Sledge hammer includes a double-faced

forged steel head with a corrosion-preventive

coating. The head features an octagonal,

polished striking face on each end. Conforms to ASME B107.54.

Hickory handle has a clear lacquer coating. Wedges secure handle to head.

Head weight: 10 lbs.

5120-00-243-2957 p Length: 35" EA $22.46

In the market for tools?
Visit www.gsa.gov/cmls 
to request a copy of our 
Tools and Hardware brochure.
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Crowbar

Commonly used commercial design has a

round handle tapered toward handle end

and a hardened prying end. Made of forged

steel with a painted or oil-coated finish.

Heavy-duty, pinch-point style. Formed end has square sides with a flat,
single-beveled edge.

5120-00-224-1390 p Diameter: 1"; Length: 59 to 62". EA $33.62

Adjustable Wrench

Heavy-duty open-ended wrench has a 

rack-and-worm adjustment. Head is angled

at 22-1/2°. Consists of frame (fixed jaw and

handle), movable jaw and adjusting worm. IAW ASME B107.8.

Jaw capacity: 15/16"

5120-00-240-5328 p Length: 8" EA $11.42

Jaw capacity: 1-5/16".

5120-00-264-3796 p Length: 12" EA $21.97

Combination Box and Open-End
Wrench Set

Combination wrenches have a box end on

one end and an open end on the other.

Chromium-plated wrench set is furnished

in a roll or wrap.

Set consists of 12 12-point wrenches
(7/16" or smaller wrenches may be 6-point) in sizes 5/16, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2,
9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16, 7/8, 15/16 and 1". ASME B107.6

5120-00-148-7917 p SE $69.56

Box Wrench Set (Ratchet)

Single-headed wrenches each have a 

12-point hexagonal opening, a steel head

and a steel or plastic handle. For loosening

and tightening hexagonal fasteners such as

tubing and hose nuts. Kit offers

convenience of 11 wrenches furnished in a

roll or wrap.

Chrome-plated wrenches come in sizes 3/8 to 1" in 1/16" increments. Sizes
are clearly marked.

5120-00-474-7227 p SE $229.37

Socket Set

Mechanic’s set of 23 chrome-plated steel

components. Set consists of 8" and 8-1/2" long

hinged handles, a 6"-long reversible ratchet, a

16"-long brace-type speeder, 6"- and 11"-long

solid extensions, two 12-point universal joints

(1/2 and 9/16" wrench sizes), six long-length

12-point sockets (1/2", 9/16", 5/8", 11/16", 

3/4" and 13/16" wrench openings), and 

nine regular-length 12-point sockets (3/8", 7/16", 1/2", 9/16", 5/8", 11/16", 3/4",

13/16" and 7/8" wrench openings). ASME B107.1.

3/8" square drive.

5120-00-322-6231 p SE $91.17

Chrome-plated steel socket set is a versatile

collection of hand tools. Set includes: two

hinged 9 and 14-1/2" long handles and one

reversible ratchet, one universal joint, three

solid extensions that are 2, 5 and 10" long

and 13 regular-length 12-point sockets that

have 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16, 3/4, 13/16,

7/8, 15/16, 1, 1-1/16, 1-1/8 and 1-1/4"

wrench openings. Furnished in a case.

ASME B107.1.

1/2" square drive. 

5120-00-081-2307 p SE $95.69

All-in-one convenience. Chromium-plated

hand socket set consists of 21 components.

Set includes three handles: 20" long

hinged, reversible ratchet and sliding T, one

universal joint, three solid extensions that

are 3, 8 and 16" long and 14 regular length

3/4" drive, 12-point sockets that have 7/8 to 2" wrench openings. Furnished in a

metal or impact resistance plastic box. ASME B107.1 and ASME B107.10M.

3/4" square drive.

5120-00-204-1999 p SE $374.11

Dial Caliper

Use for inside, outside and depth

measurements. Caliper has 0 to 6" range.

Dial has 0.001" graduations and has 0.100"

range per revolution. Shockproof white dial protects against damage. Stainless

steel slide. Lock screw for dial bezel. Lock screw to secure sliding jaw in

position. Depth rod included. Comes with a case.

5210-01-010-4522 p Range: 0 to 6" EA $157.02



Twist Drill Set (High-Speed Steel)

General-purpose twist drills feature metal-

cutting, high-speed steel bits for right-hand

cutting. For use with hand, air-operated or

electric drills for drilling ferrous and 

non-ferrous materials. Heat-treated bits

have two spiral flutes. ASME B94.11M.

Short (jobbers) length set comes in a
metal indexed case. 29 fractional sizes: 1/16 to 1/2" inclusive, by 64ths;
Material: High-speed steel; Right-hand cutting; Point angle: 118°.

5133-00-293-0983 p SE $55.53

Disk Sander

Right-angle air sander for medium- and

heavy-duty sanding, deburring, blending,

smoothing and brushing operations. No-load

speed is 6000 rpm. Sander has lever throttle

and auxiliary side handle. 1/4" female NPTor

NPTF air inlet connection. The spindle has a 5/8-11 UNC-2A thread for

mounting the sanding pad. Operating pressure is 90 psig. Pad diameter is 7".

The angle height over the spindle is 4.5" maximum. Furnished with parts list

and instruction manual.

5130-00-596-1176 p EA $244.78

Electric Drill

Reversible, variable-speed, straight-drive drill

has a removable auxiliary side handle and a

trigger lock-on button. Double insulated.

Heavy-duty, portable drill converts to a

clutch screwdriver. Has a 0 to 1,000 rpm and

0 to 1,400 rpm no-load speed. Operates on

120V, 60-Hz current at 5 amp. Has a 

key-operated, three-jaw chuck. Comes with

an instruction book and a chuck key with

holder. Conforms to UL standards.

5130-00-935-7354 p Chuck Size: 3/8" EA $186.92

Electric Rotary Tool Kit

Electric rotary tool kit is used for grinding,

carving, drilling, sanding, buffing, sawing,

deburring, routing, polishing, engraving,

sharpening and shaping. Variable speed

5,000 to 35,000 RPM. The rotary tool has

a 2-1/4" body diameter with a collet that

accommodates 1/8" diameter shanks and an

overall length of 8". Furnished in a metal or

plastic carrying case with the following accessories: One each Collet, 

Collet wrench, 5/8" Cylinder wheel, Screwpoint mandrel, Mandrel with

internal threads, 1/2" Standing drum, 1/8" Drill bit, 7/8" Polishing wheel;

Two each 15/16" Cutting wheel, and 1/2" diameter Felt polisher. 

Conforms to UL 45.

5130-01-014-6856 p EA $86.37

Electric Etcher (Engraver)

Designed for engraving glass, plastics, wood,

stone and metals. Heavy-duty vibrator-type

etcher features an etching point that

reciprocates at 7200 strokes per minute and an

adjustment knob that varies width and depth

marking. Etcher operates on 120v AC and is furnished with six alloy steel

etching points: two with diamond tips and four with tungsten carbide tips.

CID A-A-59252.

5130-00-596-8404 p EA $31.27

Tool Satchel

This highly portable cotton duck satchel is

excellent for keeping tools organized.

Includes two pockets with slide fastener
closure and two nylon web handles. (Does
not include sling.)

Length: 19-1/2"; Width: 6"; Height: 8-1/2".

5140-00-473-6256 p AbilityOne EA $22.28

Portable Toolbox

Universal or general-use box is used for

carrying hand tools. Box is made of sheet

steel with a welded construction and features

a baked enamel finish. A piano-type hinge

runs the full length of the lid. There is one

chest-type handle located at each end which

has a 90 degree stop to prevent being raised above its horizontal position.

When not in use, the handles rest against the box end surface. The hasp and

staple accommodates a 1-3/4" padlock. A 1/4" plywood insert covers the

inside bottom of the tool box.

Fabricated from 18 gage steel.

5140-00-226-9018 p Red 12"w x 24"l x 12"h EA $58.12
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Environmental Products

It is GSA policy to offer

products that fully comply 

with all applicable

environmental regulations t

and executive orders.
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